Nikkei, Japan’s premier financial media company, presents an online research database for all things Japan.

Nikkei Telecom is one of Japan’s largest members-only business information database search tools, enabling you to instantly obtain the information you need in various business scenarios. The service has become extremely popular since its launch in 1984 and is currently used by a wide range of customers including over 70% of companies listed on the 1st section of the Tokyo Stock Exchange in Japan, government departments, libraries and academic institutions worldwide.

**Article Archive Search**

Search from More Than 400 Reliable Sources

Carefully selected reliable sources are available at your fingertips—ranging from major Japanese national and regional newspapers to trade publications that are hard to find outside of Japan.

Deep Backfile—as Early as 1876!

All available in Full Text*.

80 million articles to date, with roughly 100,000 added each day. PDFs available for many and videos available from one of Japan’s top media outlets.

*Some articles are only available as PDFs.

News flashes may be headline-only content.

**News Flashes**

The Latest Newspapers and Magazines

Catch the latest Japanese News Virtually in Real-Time

Keep up with the latest news even from outside of Japan. 1000 Nikkei news flashes plus 500 news flashes per day from the other major Japanese media sources such as Yomiuri, Asahi, Mainichi and Sankei.

Check Out the Latest Newspapers and Magazines

The latest articles are available from major Japanese national newspapers and magazines.

**Corporate Profiles**

People Search

Tap into the Most Extensive Archive in the Japanese Business World

From basic corporate information to detailed financial performance measures and balance sheets, NIKKEI Telecom compiles data for more than 1.3 million Japanese firms. Users can also view risk information and other data on overseas companies such as the Dun Report from a US credit research agency Dun and Bradstreet. People search is available for more than 1.2 million corporate executives, politicians, government officials and scholars in Japan.

**English News Flashes**

Article Archive Search

Do ALL of This in English, Too

News Flashes, full-text Article Archive Search and Corporate Profiles are available in English! 300-500 real-time news flashes about Japan are updated by Nikkei and Dow Jones daily. The archive search covers more than 30 countries in Asia from more than 15 sources. The English language backfile covers nearly 30 years of news.

**About Nikkei**

Established in 1876, Nikkei Inc., Japan’s premier business media organization, is the publisher of the world’s largest business daily The Nikkei—Nihon Keizai Shim bun— with a daily circulation of more than 3 million. Headquartered in Tokyo, Japan, Nikkei is renowned for the Nikkei Average, Japan’s best-known stock index. Its international operations outside of Japan encompass 35 offices located worldwide.

Inquiries:

NIKKEI AMERICA, Inc.
Electronic Media Department
1325 Avenue of the Americas, Suite 2500, New York, NY 10019
Phone: (1) 212-261-6240  Email: telecom21@nikkei.com

Website:  http://t21.nikkei.co.jp  (Japanese)
http://www.nikkeiamerica.com/telecom21/index_en.aspx  (English)